
the visitor 

is currently 

anonymous

this visitor arrives at your site 

having never visited before

- or -

arrives after clearing their 

cookies

our JavaScript Library generates a random 

ID and saves it to a cookie km_ai. No need 

to write an identify call. If you have to script 

identify for every page, you can call it with 

an empty string to preserve the generated 

anonymous ID: _kmq.push([‘identify’, ‘’]);

you make an identify call in 

JavaScript, such as:

_kmq.push([‘identify’, ‘foo’]);

we identify the current visitor as “foo” for the 

rest of the browsing session. Sets the km_ni 

cookie to remember them as “foo” for future 

sessions. Additionally, aliases “foo” to the 

current Anonymous ID.

the visitor submits a KM-tracked 

form (trackSubmit).

we’ll record the event for the form 

submission. Additionally, if you let our 

JavaScript track form fields, we’ll try to 

detect certain username or email <input> 

fields to use as the visitor’s Name ID. That is, 

we’ll call identify (see above) with whatever 

is input into that form field.

the visitor arrives via a URL API-

tagged link containing the kmi 

parameter.

it’s handled exactly like identify above, 

using the value passed along with the kmi 

parameter in the URL. Notice that if you 

use our workaround to track people across 

multiple domains, it will appear they have a 

Named ID in the destination domain, even if 

the passed ID used to be an anonymous ID.

you make an alias call in 

JavaScript, such as:

_kmq.push([‘alias’, ‘foo’, ‘bar’]);

“foo” and “bar” are aliased together so that 

events done by either ID are associated with 

the same “person.”

you make the KM.i() call is 

JavaScript:

we return the value of the km_ai cookie.

you make a clearIdentity call in 

JavaScript:

_kmq.push([‘clearIdentity’]);

nothing happens

the visitor is 

currently identified

you make an identify call in 

JavaScript, such as:

_kmq.push([‘identify’, ‘foo’]);

the tracking is switched to the visitor “foo”, 

and identifies the current visitor as “foo” for 

the rest of the session. Sets the km_ni cookie 

to remember them for future sessions. Does 

not do any aliasing.

the visitor submits a KM-tracked 

form (trackSubmit).

we’ll record the event for the form 

submission. If you let our JavaScript track 

form fields, we will set those as properties, 

but won’t try to re-identify the visitor, even 

if there are email or username fields in the 

form.

the visitor arrives via a URL API-

tagged link containing the kmi 

parameter.

it’s handled exactly like identify above, 

using the value passed along with the kmi 

parameter in the URL.

you make an alias call in 

JavaScript, such as:

_kmq.push([‘alias’, ‘foo’, ‘bar’]);

“foo” and “bar” are aliased together so that 

events done by either ID are associated with 

the same “person.”

you make the KM.i() call is 

JavaScript:

we return the value of the km_ni cookie.

you make a clearIdentity call in 

JavaScript:

_kmq.push([‘clearIdentity’]);

clears the current Named ID and generates a 

new Anonymous ID for this session.

If … and …

How KISSmetrics Handles Identities 
when using the JavaScript API

then …
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